
 
 

NPRRA Annual Conference Live Tweeting 101 
#NPRRAMiami 

 
This year, NPRRA has been increasing our social media communication with our members, and we’re 
extending that initiative to Miami.  We hope you’ll join us by live tweeting your pictures, observations, 
and learnings from the conference with the hashtag #NPRRAMiami.  We’ll be monitoring use of this 
hashtag, and entering participants in the Twitter conversation into a drawing for a free enrollment in the 
NPRRA Training Institute course of your choice.  So if you’re already on Twitter, join in the fun! 
 
What if I’m not on Twitter- how do I get started? 
Twitter is the social media platform famous for limiting posts (or tweets) to 140 characters.  To get 
started, you can go to www.twitter.com and sign up for a Twitter handle.  (Or download the free Twitter 
app to your phone- it makes posting pictures taken with your phone very easy!)  Ideally, your Twitter 
handle should mirror your name or company name.  Twitter handles are shown with an “@” at the 
beginning, such as @NPRRA.   
 
Once you’re on, you’re going to want to connect with others on Twitter.  You can start by following us 
(type @NPRRA into the search bar and click Follow on our page).  We’ll be sure to follow you back!  
You’re welcome to search through who we are following to find your colleagues and resources that are 
pertinent to our industry.  Following others and posting frequently are the best ways to gain followers. 
 
Once you start tweeting, your posts can be seen by your followers, anyone who visits your Twitter page, 
and anyone who searches a hashtag that you use. 
 
Live tweeting (posting things that are happening in the moment) from this conference is a great way to 
get started and connect with your colleagues right away.  You can take a picture of something of 
interest, post something you’re learning in one of the conference sessions, or even something more 
general about the conference.  Be sure to use the hashtag #NPRRAMiami! 
 
Retweeting (re-posting something that someone else already posted) is also a great way to connect and 
keep your Twitter feed lively.  If you see something you’d like to retweet, there is a button right in the 
text box with the tweet to do so. 
 
Mention others in your tweets.  You do that by including their Twitter handle, which always starts with 
“@”.  For example, “I’m at #NPRRAMiami with @capitollien and @INCserv learning more about how 
Delaware impacts our industry.”  Your Tweet will then be seen by your followers, and the followers of 
the person you mention, increasing everyone’s audience. 
 
What is a hashtag?  On Twitter, the number sign (#) is known as a hashtag, and it works as a way to 
search on something of interest.  So, if you want to know what people have to say about the conference, 
you can search NPRRAMiami, and all the posts will show up in your search.  You can use a hashtag as 

http://www.twitter.com/


part of your tweet (“Learning a lot about how Deleware affects our industry at #NPRRAMiami!”), or just 
add it to the end if that works better (“Meeting new colleagues, learning a ton at this conference. 
#NPRRAMiami”) 
  


